TV Mirrors

Despite the growing popularity of online streaming services, the TV still plays an important role in
households across the world. However, families and homes have changed and people no longer want
the television to play such a dominant focal point in their home.
Our TV Mirrors allow you to combine style and entertainment in one. The sleek look of our finely-crafted
TV mirror with the vivid colors of your high-performance television. When off, the television vanishes
without a hint of its technical applications. Don’t settle for a traditional television that distracts from your
carefully designed interior. Now consumers can enjoy the high-performance technology of the Television
with the invisibility you want.
The power of Ultra
Our Ultra TV Mirror means putting the
television brightness first and mirror
reflectivity second, with the Ultra, this TV
mirror has a grey tint that allows a bright and
vivid TV image to shine through. The Ultra TV
mirrors provide a crisp television image and,
when turned off, a fashionable mirror
remains. Our Ultra TV Mirror technology
performs best when used in environments
with little to no natural daylight that can
cause glare and reduce the televisions
brightness appearance.

Enhanced Power of Ultra Plus
Using advanced glass coating technology for enhanced optical transmission that provides better visual
comfort in Monitor’s Televisions and Displays. Giving even better bright and vivid images to shine
through but without the compromise on the mirror with reduced distraction caused by high absorption
in regular high reflective glasses as well as removing the dark aspect so familiar in many of these types
of mirrors.

Reflective Ultra Silver TV Mirror
Our Reflective Ultra Silver TV mirror has been designed as an alternative option for those who seek a
high level of reflectivity. This TV mirror still allows your TV to come through it but gives a better standard
mirror reflection that you would expect with a normal mirror and virtually no tint.

Safety First
Ideal option for providing peace of mind when
necessary.
Our Ultra Plus two-way mirror can be tempered and
processed into laminated safety glass.
Our Acrylic TV mirrors are ideal for smaller
televisions where safety takes the priority. 17
times stronger than glass alternatives, this shatter
resistant TV mirror is ideal for use in bedrooms,
bathrooms and around children.

Customize your size.
We have made it easier than ever to find the right size
to fit your needs. Choose from Plain mirror options
through to our large selection of frames including
contemporary, decorative, and antique styles.

Find the perfect match for your style.
With hundreds of frames to choose from including Traditional, Contemporary, Ornate, and Modern.
Mirrorworld offer the largest selection of bespoke frame options for TV mirrors in the UK. Our collection
of designer mouldings are the most defining selections
for your distinguished environments.

Make a statement with are grand and elegant
decorative gold frames or match your leather sofa
with our leather effect frames. Elevate your design
with a sophisticated elegant finish cut to your specific
requirements. Not sure? Contact our sales team on

0333 800 8181.

Make it your own.
We’re making it easy to get what you want.
Thousands of custom design options at your
request. Your choice of frame, mirror finish,
mirror size, mirror shape, custom cutouts and
Masking. Consult with our Sales team to make
your concept a reality.

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Three different mirror options.
State of the Art TV Mirror Technology
Customize size, shape, finish, and more
Hundreds of frames to choose from
Hides Televisions

Designed for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathrooms
Foyers
Living Rooms
Kitchens
Bars
Hotel Lobbies
Numerous other residential and commercial applications

Want to know more? Talk to one of friendly sales team on

sales@mirrorworld.co.uk

0333 800 8181 or email

